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Doctor-poet Doug Jones paths “Inspector Pannifer’s” vintage Micropax viEw55    

 

The Somnambulance Special, a mode of transport (bus phantosme, uncanny 

tram) inspiring Dreamtime visits from Beckenham Road (south london 

Dedbrickton region) and Addingcombe (Couldpenge-be), and back to 

Beckenham Road stopped operating after November 9th 2016. 

 

 

 



 

 

Earth Corporation Entertainment’s Pride Self-Publishing forum 

July 4 & 5 2017 email correspondence  between  John Robbins – poetry cartoonist, author of Not-So-Cosmic 

Crusaders, Spurious Purple ‘collaborator’ and owner of John Robbins Limited Original Comic Art Bedroom 

Gallery, (Addingcombe) and  Mike Weller. 

July 4 2017 

Thanks for Intermittent #1.  As is usual with any Wellerverse activity, the planets aligned to 

see it occupy my inbox a day after email confirmation that the Spurious Purple paperback 

had been dispatched from Amazon, and a day before the book’s arrival (with My Life As A 

Dog on blu-ray and Without Name on dvd). […] Really nice print job […]  

John 

July 4 2017 

Amazon's algorithmick bots warned me, through entire editing process, each page would 

look shite because of rubbish page alignments and impossibly low resolution scans. They 

lied! Either that or my back-page blurb was computed and it started a bots' revolt... 

Mike 

July 5 2017 

[…] I’m sorry now that it wasn’t films Intermission and Interstellar that arrived in proximity 

with Intermittent #1. (Earnest short film Intermittent on YouTube about young, star-

spangled Mikey Waller’s struggle with alcoholism; he’s so messed-up he goes by the name 

Frank. There are three films with Proximity as their title!) 

John 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

On the back-page 

 

 

 

 



 

Leather- jacketed 

Weller found a leather jacket in an Uckfield thrift shop. Weller felt the item 

boxed his multiple heads…er… ‘eads ids in.  

The jacket boxed Mike Weller’s little ‘eads into one big head. Four buttons on 

the front of the jacket branded CLASSIC. One comma for each Weller alterity 

, , , , 
On the back-page of the jacket a death metal band’s name embossed in 

invisible silver studded capital letters 

 

WHELLERS COGNITIVE DISSONANCE TOUR 2050  

 

 

Without an Earth Corporation Entertainment RockBand name on the back-

page Wheller was just another Nick Muir wannabe graphic novelist (“.the most 

exciting British creator of comics at any level”- Daily Chronicle) poetry 

cartoonist wearing a leather jacket for performative sound appearances as 

Mike Weller alter-ego character ‘Cliff of Albion’.  

 

 

 

 



Leather- coated -- makin’ out with Richard Makin 

Richard Makin, author of fiction trilogy —Work, Dwelling and Mourning 

described Michael Weller’s jacket as more of a leather coat than a jacket when 

both experimental writers of prose fiction shared book sculptor Sarah Jacobs’s 

Cass Art (Colebrooke) AN ACCUMULATION OF FICTIONS and AFTER NATURE 

(Highlights) launch gig June 2017.  

Weller accepted Makin’s wider sartorial knowledge. A coat was a ‘coat’ not a 

jacket and Makin was fictional enough not to be renamed Albian assassin 

character ‘Mikey Waller’ dual tracking real Makin in wellerverse tales. 

Weller had lost one of the CLASSIC buttons on his black leather. Front bottom 

button. ‘Cliff of Albion’ would never be the same again yet ‘Richard Makin’ still 

looked like Richard Makin. 

, 

 

For Weller the coat provided a sense of dissociation from the real. With 

buttons displayed as CLASSIC buttons the coat obtained distance, 

detachment—alienation from self so far removed it was like Weller was not 

really here and had never been here on earth. Paradox: Weller must be on 

earth otherwise he wouldn’t be sitting at a desk in one of Queen Adelaide 

Court Penge’s regional (and fictional) EarthCo Homeland social housing units 

(Homeland Affordable Accommodation) processing characters for wellerverse 

tales.  

 

 

 



Earth Corporation Real Estate (Team Properties) 

 

Before August 1946 (Social Reality Earthtime) Mike Weller wasn’t on earth—

that’s for sure. And there’ll come a time when Weller won’t be on earth again. 

Weller describes this as the 3World in 4Time paradox, splitting Mike Weller 

characters into two personas for slower fiction (eg The Prince and the 

Showgirl, Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde, The Two Sides of John Leyton etc)   

One character is real life Mike Weller birthed Michael Weller. Lives at Queen 

Adelaide Court Penge with character Miss Education otherwise known as ‘The 

Authoress’. He is an OAP. Wellerversal’s other Mick is fantasy character Mike 

Weller living, working and volunteering for the Earth Corporation in parallel 

reality Addingcombe.  

“Addingcombe” is part of a secondary world invented by Weller to cartoon 

Penge. Addingcombe is an invisible urban village situated in made-up Zone 4 

district Dedbrickton. Weller made up this fantasy place years before, enabling 

him to cartoon the area he was written into and the district he grew up living, 

loving, and working in. Suburbs of Croydon: Bromley, Lambeth, Southwark 

along with inner urban Catford & Lewisham. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Mellows’s Dedbridge  

To a stranger Dedbrickton, like Addingcombe, is as obscure as the place it 

cartoons. Dedbrickton was a place name Weller borrowed from old university 

scribbling pal, Phil Mellows. Phil was an East End News reporter who’d taken 

an opportunity, like older Weller to study for three years as a mature 

university student back-in-the-day. Both Mellows and Weller attended science-

fiction librarian Colin Greenland’s polytechnic creative writing workshop below 

flashing light bulbs on Wednesday afternoons for an experiment in group 

writing collaboration: a fast fiction Mellows entitled Pinball and the Perfect 

Lasagne. 

 Phil—now a freelance journalist and writer, invented Dedbridge as comic 

mirror of Redbridge, the local east London authority governing its polytechnic. 

A dozen years later Mike Weller wrote the polytechnic as fictional Dedbrickton 

“South East Polytechnic” for his Space Opera, cartooning Mike’s 3-year student 

interlude. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Bookartist Bently 

Here is a book in social reality depicting south London picture poetry— John 

Bently’s Bookartbookshop publication ‘From Herne Hill to the Plains of Penge’ 

 



 

 

Nullimaginative gentrification 

Mike Weller can still do nullimaginative but can’t Dreamtime visit, photograph 

or film the village of Addingcombe anymore. Access has been denied. 

Attempted visits deemed null by the Earth Corporation Development Trust 

(charitable wing of EarthCo’s KinderKingdom Homeland Affordable 

Accommodation). In Addingcombe fantasy Mike Weller is writing picture story 

“Codex Sporious”. He needs real Mike Weller’s skills as an illustrator to make it 

work. But the real Weller isn’t there anymore. Michael can no longer go to 

Addingcombe to see the other Mick (or Mike). He’s busy working in reality on 

his own version of invisible Mike’s “Codex Sporious” entitled “Codex 

Sporangolium”. 

“Dedbrickton” is Weller’s imaginary Zone 4 south London. So here are four 

rationalisations for Zone 4. 

i)  Several pockets in south London have become gentrified or are in the 

process of gentrification. One pocket is the Penge plain where items like 

abandoned supermarket trolleys have been cleared from plains, alleys and 

lanes by Earth Corporation Real Estate (Team Tourism).  

Weller produced Minimus Post Ode Poem between 2011-2014. Published by 

zimZalla avant objects, Manchester: MJ’s 2014 bookartobject docutracks   

signage first sketched 2010 after Slow Fiction.  

Post-decoding, this poetic landscape changed into an Earth Corporation film 

set—its poetry replaced by sophisticated signage more knowing than old 

nostalgic pre-odes.  

 

 

https://zimzalla.co.uk/objects-2/021-2/


 

MJ Weller’s Egnep zimZalla adjuncts for YouTube distanced regionally and geographically 

could not have precipitated Dedbrickton Tourist Board upgrades of urban pockets.  

 

(ii)  A commonplace signal of nullimaginative gentrification is initial EarthCo 

entry of police officers posing as bohemian poet-artists. 

Character Mike Weller was written into Dedbrickton  over70 years before and 

therefore unlikely to be a police spy (unless, that is, Weller was playing triple-

agent spy character Pin-Eyed Ferryman written by Edward Mogil in an obscure 

30s pulp fiction before Mike was born). 

 



 

A newer landscape of collaboration: local Penge artists, makers and entrepreneurs, and not 

a police spy amongst them. 

 

 (iii)  Team Tourism brand Dedbrickton ‘Daggertown’.  

Dead rock star John (Beyond) Dagger (Glitter Glamm formerly Ken Tapley) 

started his career as founder of Dedbrickton Arts Lab with Mick Weller and 

others. The same Mick Weller, according to EarthCo algorithmic profiling 

volunteer status 136804 is a white male pensioner living in one of the Earth 

Corporation’s Homeland Affordable accommodation units.  

Artists who live in social housing cannot be real artists says Dedbrickton Tourist 

Board in its mission statement. At the present time it is Team Tourism’s policy 

to only permit artists committed to using freehold or leasehold residential 

studios for exhibition, public and private view, trading, and other business 

activities.  



But what if Weller is a deeper womble—undercover poetry agent “Inspector 

Pannifer”— 

(iv)  According to phantom Mike or Mick Weller’s “Codex Sporious”  the Duke 

of Hell’s legions gotten hold of Addingcombe’s phantasamogenetic codes in 

2016 (Social Reality Earthtime).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Extracted and scanned from ‘Now Here’s a Tale with a Happy Ending’ (October2009) becoming part of Slow 

Fiction: twenty-three tales in a box (2001-2010). 



Pencil sketches of Dickens’ s wellerversal Samivel  

 

 

(from Mike Weller’s ‘Folders full  of Mick’) 
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